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February 2021 — Newsbrief
Well it’s been a big month in clinical software releases! There are major upgrades for both Medical
Director and Best Practice programs, and unlike most upgrades where conventional wisdom has been to hold
off and let everybody else have the pain first, practices are more or less compelled to install these updates by
February first.
The imperative is because of the changes around Active Ingredient Prescribing (AIP) which became law
on February 1st. It’s important to note that the date relates to the date on the script, not so much the
calendar date. So a non-compliant script generated on Jan 20th but presented for filling on February 2nd
would still be valid. I’m also hearing reports of a 6 month grace period, whereby if a pharmacist receives a noncompliant script, they can contact the GP and ask for a valid one. On balance, I would just install the software,
knowing that there will be extra heat on software providers to issue patches for any serious issues.
There is so much to get through, that there is no room for attempts at humour or any other selfindulgence, so on with the show…..

Templates

The following new or updated templates are available at my website here:
LGH Cardiology Catheter Referral

Pracsoft

Now, I’m absolutely not about to start supporting the billing side of software, but there are some
enhancements in Pracsoft that I can understand and seem to be worthwhile. So knowing that you might not be
aware of them and because I wanted to start the MD 4.0 clinical bit on a fresh page, these changes are
summarised below.
When you add a patient to the waiting room OPV and OVV verifications are automatically run.
When a patient is put in the waiting room, their key identifiers are shown at the bottom of the screen,
giving you a super easy way to spot any missing details.

(I can’t help thinking that this would be even better if shown from the appointment book)
In the Waiting Room window, patients are now colour coded in order to flag what time they arrived in
relation to their appointment time:
 Green indicates the patient arrived, and was added to the Waiting Room on
or before their appointment time.
 Red indicates the patient arrived, and was added to Waiting Room after
appointment time (patient was late)
 Black indicates the patient arrived, and was added directly to Waiting
Room i.e. not via the appointment book.
You can now move appointments by cut and paste or copy and paste
Providing an email account has been set up on your pc, you can now email invoices and accounts as pdf
attachments. Read here for more details.
Telehealth and Phone consult appointment types have been added.
You can now select which columns appear in your Waiting Room. (Right click on the headings)
**Medical records can now be imported from Best Practice systems**
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Medical Director liked to trumpet that their 4.0 release was the first Active Ingredient Compliant (AIP)
clinical software in Australia. It was too, by a couple of days, and in some ways this update does feel like it
was rushed a little. There’s good stuff, not quite polished stuff, building block for future releases stuff and
even a couple of bits that aren’t referenced in the release notes. On the up side, they have given me plenty
to write about.
The changes are:
1) Active ingredient Prescribing
I won’t talk about it much because I
covered the essentials in my January
newsletter.
There are medications that this doesn’t
apply to, (LEMI ) and medications
where you will be prompted that brand
may be something for you to consider,
(LMBC).
Bottom Line: Prescribe as you always
have, but if you want brand name
or substitution referenced on the
script, you have to tick the boxes
provided every time.
2) e-scripts
Again, I did a two page guide to this in
the December newsletter, so read that
if you want to brush up on things.
The Dosage screen now has a handy
Note to pharmacist field, where you
may type the sort of thing that you
would usually handwrite on scripts for
certain drugs.
Remember the right-click functionality
on offer via the Old Scripts screen for
cleaning up any e-script errors. Note
also the ability at top right of
illustration to browse multiple script
tokens before you send them.
Bottom Line: Enable it for all your GPs,
(User..Setup Users) so they have this
choice of script. You won’t look back!
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MD 4.0 continued..
3) Template Searching
Once I figured out how this worked I liked it. There
is now a search box at the top of the templates list.

Now if you type in an S, it won’t take you to the
templates that start with S, rather it will show you
all the templates that have an S in the name It’s a
filter, rather than a shortcut to an alphabetised list.
So as per the attached graphic, if you type in
‘sle’ (because you know the document mentions
sleep in the title) you will get a filtered list of all the
templates with ‘sle’ anywhere in the name. If you
want to use the alphabet, just drag the window
slider down the list.
One definite improvement is the now single checkbox to toggle between the full practice template
list and an individual list you may want to keep. It’s
a vast improvement on the previous interface.
4) Advanced Searching
A messy change with some potential significant benefits here. The
built in Search screen now has a
view that let’s you see the query
code behind the search, as well as
the ability to save searches to a
file for others to use, and more
importantly the facility for you to
load searches done by others.
The Good. Whilst PenCat is rightfully the choice of many for data searches, if we can do a search in MD we
have the ability to apply the patient list to an MD template for Mail Merging or to access our MD SMS pool
for instant communications. If you struggle to create involved searches, then having someone send you a
saved one to load would be helpful. IF MD go down the track of providing customised complex
queries that reference other MD fields as part of their support service, then this becomes a great update.
The Bad It’s a cramped messy looking view, and although you can type query changes manually into the
window, you need to be good at writing sql queries for this to be helpful. Hint: If you are good at this, you
don’t work in General Practice.

What’s worse is that if you load a query supplied from somewhere else, it doesn’t give you a normal
‘English language’ equivalent of the query language. Not at this screen, or even after you have run the
search. Not reassuring if you want to confirm that this was what you intended to search for.
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MD 4.0 continued..
5) Patient Record locks

Sometimes we get locked out of patient records, due to an incorrectly closed remote session or
the link. What was previously fixed via Medical Director Maintenance on the server , can now be
accessed from the Patient menu on the MD front screen from any workstation. Note, Top Level
Access permission is required to access this.
6) Reprint Imaging and Cytology requests.

In the same fashion as MD introduced the ability to reprint pathology requests sometime in the last
couple of updates, the same is now available from the Imaging and Cytology screens. Note that only
requests made in the last release or so will show up here.
7) Healthshare Directory Integration
When you do a referral letter now, alongside
the address book selection, you will see a
Healthshare tab. This gives you access to their
specialist directory, which might be handy if you
are referring interstate, or if you feel that their
directory is more likely to be right than your
address book.

8) Medical Director Messenger - can now be accessed directly from clinical via the Menu Bar.
9) Billing Type added to Medicare Window.

Advising the front desk of billing details via the Medicare button, was always a good thing to do. That
way you get to stay in the visit notes and the Item number billed was added to the contact notes. The only
drawback was that you couldn’t specify a Billing Type. Well now you can, via the Select Billing Type drop
down dialogue (that I don’t have space to depict with a graphic).
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MD 4.0 continued..
10) Address Book enhancements.

Now when you select a referral addressee you can see who is electronically referrable by the reddish icon in the far column (You may have to drag this column into this spot). Note that only addressees
with this red icon can be sent documents electronically through MDExchange. Pretty much all of the
people we send to electronically in Tasmania, we send to their Healthlink address (EDI) via MDExchange.
To confuse the issue a little, the black padlock icon indicates that we have a healthlink EDI stored for
the patient in the address book field provided. Note that whilst present, this field is not in any way used
by the MDExchange service, which is the only way we can electronically send letters from within MD. So
think of the EDI field and the padlock icon as a building block rather than something we can utilise now.
11) Multiple locations for ePip reporting purposes.
This only applies to practices who share the same database
across multiple locations. Now under the options tab, you
can set up the details of your respective branches. This is
only for epip reporting, and assumes that you have
different HPI-O numbers and Nash certificates for the
locations.
This should allow you to have your Shared Health Summary
uploads credited to the right location. The epip widget also
now has a drop down box so that you can select a location.
You can also set your up GPs who work at multiple
locations, with the uniform prescriber number meaning
that they only take 1 software license spot.
So there is the bulk of it, the good the bad and the ugly of the MD 4 upgrade!
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The Best Practice update called Saffron arrived this month, with it’s principal benefit being making
practices compliant with the Active Ingredient Prescribing (AIP) law which comes into effect on February 1st
and applies to scripts dated from that point onwards. There are other enhancements included with the
upgrade too.

1)

Active Ingredient Prescribing - As I said earlier in the newsletter in The Medical Director section, I
covered the essentials in my January newsletter. There are medications that this doesn’t apply to,
LEMI list, and medications where you will be prompted that brand may be something for you to
consider, LMBC list.
The graphic above, portrays a situation where an ingredient that is on the LBMC list has been selected, resulting in the red prompt to the user, suggesting that they MAY want to select a brand. If a
brand is selected, it will appear in brackets after the ingredient name on the script. The quantity and
repeats dialogue, (not depicted) provides a check box for allowing brand substitution if required.

2)

E-Scripts

I wrote a guide for this in the September newsletter, e-scripts are now fully available in Saffron, just
two steps required to enable:
1) Register for SMS with Best Practice and enable under Setup..Configuration BP
Comms. If you were already enabled, nothing to do there. If you were sending escripts prior to the upgrade
you will need to enable BP Comms to continue. Prior to installing Saffron any escripts were sent from ERX,
now they will be sent from your BP SMS gateway.
Note that these messages will still be federally funded until 31/3. After this date you will need to be in BP
Comms credit to continue sending e-scripts at a charge of 4c per SMS. Also note that BP SMS e-scripts
do not use the patient SMS consent settings.
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2) E-Scripts continued
2) Enable EPrescription under Setup..Configuration..General
I really encourage practices to enable this, as it is totally a choice for individual GPs about when they choose
to use the method. Just double check with neighbouring pharmacies that they are set up, but I get a very
strong sense that most pharmacies are now. I really think practices don’t look back once thy have enabled
this. I should also manage that escripts also generate a Best Practice Contact Note.
3) Password Security
I’m giving three cheers for this one. Whilst it’s true that some modern day security measures
can be extremely frustrating, Best Practice has made it easier to facilitate users having unique passwords,
and happily users now don’t need to be given access to Setup..Users to do it.
The settings to the right are accessed via
Setup..Configuration..Security .
Considering a lot of practices have cruised along
with everyone having the same password, there
may be some culture-shock in going gung-ho
and enabling Strong Password Requirements.
I like the settings depicted:
Minimum password length doesn’t effect
current passwords, but will apply when new
ones are created.
Maximum password age is applied from the
date a users last password was changed or
created. Thus with the settings depicted, any
user who hasn’t changed their password in the
last 90 days , will be prompted for a new
password when they next log in. (Depicted
Bottom Right)
Password reuse interval, a setting of 0 here
means that a user can never re-use the same
password.
It’s a definite improvement that users do not
need access to all users setup details now to
change their own password.
Hopefully BP will tweak this further in the
future, enabling a ‘Change Password any time’
type feature and possibly a ‘force password
change after initial login’ feature. But this is a
good improvement.
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4) National Cancer Screening Register (NCSR)
Best Practice now offers an interface with the NCSR via the NCSR hub. It gives GPs access to bowel
and cervical screening tests and histories as well as access to various pre-populating forms used by the
service.
There are 2 steps to enabling access:
1) Link your practice to the NCSR via Proda.

2) Set up the NCSR connection in Best Practice.
Once you have completed the setup the information for any patient participating in either of the two
screening programs will be available under the menu, View..NCSR hub.

From here you can view test results as well as a variety of alerts pertaining to the patient. The forms
that you might usually manually complete and Fax to the NCSR are available as pre-populating templates.
You can also request FOBT kits to be sent to the patient. As well as utilising the NCSR hub, the connection
means that related alerts will appear in the notifications panel in Best Practice, as per below.

Here are a list of the notifications and explanations.
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4) National Cancer Screening Register (NCSR) continued..
I’ve really just skimmed the surface of the functionality offered, full details here.
5) e-referral notification reports.
Under Setup..Configuration..Results Import, you can now configure users who will receive a report when an
ereferral has been unacknowledged 72 hours after being sent. The report which is generated daily also
advises of ereferrals that receive a negative acknowledgement.

6) PKI certificates
The Health Identifier and My Health Record radio buttons in the Certificate Import Tool have been
renamed NASH and Medicare respectively.

Additionally, the principal doctor and the practice manager will receive alerts at login stage when a
NAS certificate is within 90 days of expiring.
7) Medicare Refunds Service
Straying uncomfortably close to the billing area for me, but apparently there is a new more efficient
method to record a Medicare Refund. Read the details here.
There are a couple of other changes that are building blocks for the future, rather than yielding immediate
benefits now. There is the framework for a Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) secure messaging directory which will one day show providers that can be sent a document with any messaging software.
There is also the facility for Real Time Prescription Monitoring (RTPM) which when fully realised would yield
DORA type alerts directly in BP at time of prescription. At this time Victoria with it’s SafeScript program, is
the only state able to utilise this functionality.
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